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No one seems to know what level of realism should be
required in network models that study congestion. This
raises questions about ten years of extant studies [e.g.,1-6].
How do various realism elements influence congestion
spread? Are some elements essential? Can some be ignored?

We simulated 34 configurations at increasing packet injection rates, p = 1 to 2500, plotted on the x axes against four responses, χ, α, π and δ, plotted on
the y axes. We used hierarchical clustering to identify configurations with similar congestion behavior, and used those clusters to identify realism
elements with largest influence on each response. We also compared responses for the most abstract (C0) [6] and realistic (C127) [7] configurations.

Seven Network Realism Elements and Dependencies

Abstract (C0) and realistic (C127) network models exhibit
very different congestion behaviors.
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Variable speeds (VS) among router tiers, engineered to
ensure adequate throughput, are very important to model.
And modeling VS requires node classification (NC), which
restricts packet injection to nodes on the network edge.
The transmission control protocol (TCP), which detects
congestion and adapts packet injection rate accordingly, is
very important to model. In addition, modeling TCP requires
modeling sources and receivers (SR) and flows (FL).
Packet dropping (PD) due to finite FIFO buffers is
important to model for accurate measures of packet latency.
Propagation delay (DE) is not important to model in
networks spanning the US, but could be important in global
networks or networks with satellite hops, and would be very
important to model in inter-planetary networks.
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A decade of studies [e.g., 1-6 and many more] used models
too abstract to simulate realistic congestion behavior in
communication networks based on Internet technology. The
validity of findings from such studies appears suspect.
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For information about related research into complex systems
behavioral modeling and analysis with emphasis on
communication networks and clouds, see
http://www.nist.gov/itl/antd/emergent_behavior.cfm or
contact kmills@nist.gov.

